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F O R E W O R D

The Doctrine Secret module is composed of ten meetings, with a

monthly publication, which began in June 2018 and will end in March

2019. In April 2019, the Guardian Angel module begins.

In the first meeting of this module, we present the Secret Doctrine

and its connection with Spiritism. In the following, we will reflect on

the understanding of God in the dialogue with the Kabbalah (Secret

Doctrine of Judaism), the spiritual obligations of the incarnate spirit,

and the ways of developing the inner powers necessary for the fulfill-

ment of the duties given by God. In this meeting, we will study the

language fo the cross and the meaning of surrender to God. (At this

moment, only this is translated into English)

Each meeting has audio and text that can be downloaded for free in

our blog. Audio and text are complementary, one does not replace the

other. At the end of each meeting, a spiritual friend, the coordinator of

the module or someone invited by him, will talk to us about questions

related to the topic studied. This communication is transcribed in the

mediumistic dialogue. We think that a study format that integrates

audio and text, as well as, quotes from classic and current books, and

the participation of the friendly spirits is more appropriate to meet

those who wish to deepen in Spiritism in a broad and continued way.
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Of course, this is an imperfect work. In no way do we have the

pretension of superiority. A desire moves us, improve ourselves and

contributes to all who, like us, feel the real anguish for a life closer to

the Christ. Therefore, we accept our limitations at the outset while

maintaining our commitment to the Truth, and consequently to the

intimate improvement and service to others. 

FOREWORD
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

As we reflect on the teachings of Christ and Kardec, something

surprises us: how difficult it is in our routine to understand and live

the obvious. Immortality is one of the concepts that, if recognized,

completely change our way of feeling, seeing and living. Even so, how

much difficulty we encounter each day for higher experience.

This study is a support for you that seeks, struggles and suffers

from having a more Christian life in the world; is an invitation to

reflect more deeply on the method of Christ and the possibilities

Spiritism offers to support our spiritual journey.

As Leon Denis states, one must be a fearless warrior and submis-

sive servant to achieve true spiritual victory. Our sincere desire is that

this material helps you on this journey.

With love,

Grupo Marcos.
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O
n a sad Saturday morning, a small group of men and

women was faced with the failure of their plans, ques-

tioned the meaning of their lives. His projects were to

implant a new civilization. His method: the fraternity. Result: the death

of its leader.

Jesus of Nazareth was crucified. Dead do not build realms,

anything made sense. The Kingdom project seemed to fail.

On Sunday, two followers of this Master travel the road linking

Jerusalem to Emmaus. The dead are the losers of history. To the victors,

the glory, the command. We lost; love was defeated. They thought.

A stranger joins them. The two followers are amazed: he does not

seem to understand the bitter experience they experience. Were you in

Jerusalem and did not know what happened? They ask. What

happened? The mysterious man asks in return.

Tell him the story of the crucifixion. They walk. The traveling

companion speaks of the Jewish scriptures, the prophecies, the

promised Messiah. It touches sharp pain with a smoothing logic. The

day comes to an end. The followers go to a simple inn. The hiker

continues. Stay with us. It's getting dark, they insist. The stranger

decides to stay.

A simple meal is offered to them. The unknown takes bread, thanks

to the Father, divides it between them. After they eat the bread, they

recognize him. The stranger is the crucified — Jesus of Nazareth.

We all already live something like this. When we investigate in

detail our most difficult walks in this life, we realize, some strange
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character has supported us. However, this episode teaches even more:

there is a Christian method for achieving a real understanding of

immortality.

THE IMPORTANCE OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF

IMMORTALITY

The conquest of the consciousness of immortality is an achievement of

intellectual and emotional maturation. Developing this awareness

requires engagement, effort, dedication, and involves psychic experi-

ences, meditation, and studies that lead us to a profound emotional

transformation. Perceiving immortality itself is a sublime achievement,

the fruit of a serious and sincere self-education effort. It is a work of

devotion. Believing or not believing is merely childish.

For those who settle for the superficiality of belief, the ever-

increasing emotional insecurity is the alertness of life. It is necessary to

recognize that we have the option of developing our consciousness.

Many, after the consoles of the road, spend with Christ and will take

care of their small interests and forget the essential. His company is

suitable only at certain times, they think they are smart, and they miss

the best part of life.

We will be slaves of illusions that always generate profound disap-

pointments until we understand our immortality. Uncertainty before

death is commonplace that binds us to the mud of the earth. It is the

accepted lie that prevents us from maturing and condemns us to live

like fools, unable to observe the greatness of life. To despise the under-

standing of immortality is a bitter self-condemnation that we impose

on ourselves.

Immortality is the central concept that integrates life. It is not a

mere article of faith. It is the foundation of a healthy understanding of

life; it is the intellectual basis and the unique structure that prevents

madness, the intimate fragmentation in the face of the constant pains

of life. Without the emotional understanding of immortality, we are far

from ourselves and God, even though we are religious.

We rarely think of our responsibilities for future centuries. Is it not
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to be regretted that our perception is so limited? Without looking at the

future, we devalue the present and the repercussion of our actions in

the next millennia.

Without the consciousness of immortality, we are bound to a terri-

fying infantilism. Only those who understand the journey towards a

higher future wisely live the present minute. The lessons of cause and

effect given by Kardec become innocuous if we do not live as

immortals.

Releasing oneself from the narrow mental prison is an individual

responsibility. Of course, it is more comfortable, after a pleasant

conversation, to bid farewell to the Truth and to continue our sad life,

sometimes seemingly victorious, but without light. Only when we get

tired of the low illusions of matter, does it make sense to say, Lord, stay

with us!

To those who think they will be happy serving the world, there is

nothing left to hope, and They say to the Lord: Your company was

great, now I will take care of my business and enjoy my life. This is the

way of the history of the earth, also of the religions.

Kardec warns: there are imperfect spiritists and true spiritists, and

explain, in The Gospel According to Spiritism: attachment to the world

is like a fog that envelops people and prevents them from seeing the

infinite. Whoever feels the infinite, perceiving himself immortal,

becomes true and sincere spiritist.

The sincere spiritist no longer needs the social spectacles that are

used to escape from life, enslaving the being. He desires to know and

interact with the Source of life, to reach the level where the conscious-

ness of indestructibility becomes a normal state, so live without fear.

THE WAY OF IMMORTALITY

The development of self-consciousness of immortality is a process.

Often, we have particular experiences, at different moments of exis-

tence, we feel: I am immortal.

As we mature, we cultivate this consciousness. We are dedicated to

perceiving ourselves as immortal beings. We are no longer at the
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accommodated and indolent stage; we assume the responsibility of

educating ourselves. We want to consolidate this basic understanding

of life. We know that believing is limited; we want to understand

and feel.

Full consciousness is like music composed of different notes or as

an unshakable castle built with thousands of solid blocks conquered

with a firm will through the practice of self-understanding, of devotion

to the neighbor, of daily spiritual exercises, in tireless pursuit.

It is something unusual in an inferior world. Here we are more

motivated by social disputes than by eternal truths that exist within us.

However, you can live it. Thousands live.

How to start? Accept reality: we are fragile. A virus can kill us

anytime. An insignificant spider extinguishes our life. Our astonishing

fragility can undoubtedly lead us to a state of pessimism and paralysis.

After all, what can this limited thinking animal call a human being?

For all frailties, limitations, and fears there is only one consolation and

a solution: immortality.

Immortality means that in spite of all the frailties of which we are

bearers, we do not have to be weak, God made us indestructible. He

always sustains us. In billions of years, our history will continue. You

are the unquenchable flame held eternally by God.

Those who despise human life because of their ridiculous limitation

and frightening brevity would be correct if we were not immortal. The

nihilistic thinkers worshiped in many universities, who employing

confused theories try to prove the meaninglessness of life, would be

right if there were no immortality. However, neither they nor we die.

Postmodern scholars have forgotten to look at themselves, they

have not observed the warning of Christ, that revelation is for the

humble, so in the name of apparent good, they have sown chaos,

despair, and mass suicide.

The astonishing thing is that many unsuspecting spiritists admire

them and adopt their postures, do not understand that our Master

knows more and better. Arrogant, dismiss the humble walking

companion and throw themselves into false salvation adventures.

We know, despise or neglect the consciousness of one's immortality,
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expose oneself to madness, to hatred and to the existential emptiness

that deconstructs the unprepared hearts in our society. The social bril-

liance is fleeting; the Spirit is indestructible.

There is a truth that illuminates, warms and sustains: to be immor-

tal, to be an image of God. When we look at the universe as our home

to be known and feel our divine potentials, we are sure of a happy

future. We must cultivate this awareness every moment; this is the

Spiritist proposal of Allan Kardec.

EMMAUS METHOD

In the higher spiritual spheres, Christ is not seen as a religious leader

or a powerful one. Our friend is recognized as the wisest and most

loving of Earth beings. He is the one who, at every step, generously

offers sublime teachings to all.

Men fight to be more than their brothers, accumulating wealth and

power; he peacefully sows the truths of salvation. Therefore, we must

observe with all our attention and imagination, the clues left by Jesus

to guide our soul.

How did the Master act toward the two followers on the Emmaus

road? The answer can change your life.

Life always puts us in situations for us to mature. On Earth, these

situations are often unpleasant. In the upper worlds, exciting and plea-

surable. Therefore, the moment of pain and witness are excellent for

our spiritual growth. At this time, Jesus walks with us.

What does Master do during the walk? He enlightens us because

we must understand the logic of life so that we do not succumb to

revolt and evil. Questions like: Why did this happen to me? Why do I

feel this way? What good and healthy can I take away from this bitter

experience? These are questions that Christ answers us. These are

important answers.

Our spiritual adventure begins with a journey in which one must

accept even what seems strange, whether it is an unknown visitor or a

frightening idea. How do you feel to think: in a thousand years I will

be alive; What am I doing in the year 3000? Getting used to this strange

SECRET DOCTRINE
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idea is essential. The concept of immortality, from a personal point of

view, sounds very strange to us, inferior spirits. The idea is to take

responsibility for self-education. There are various techniques, here

is one.

Throughout the day - in our daily walk - stimulate your consciousness,

affirm: I am immortal. Breathe slowly, relax and feel, I am immortal. It is

possible; you will feel strange. We must accept this very different idea.

At dusk, before bed, repeat once more, I am immortal. I will leave my body;

I will have experiences in other worlds.

When you wake up, once again, broaden your awareness, thanking God

for being His image and likeness, thank Him for being immortal.

It may be strange to feel immortal, but it would be deplorable if it

were not so. Not blocking the consciousness of immortality is the

beginning, inviting it to be present is the next step.

I organize the lessons of Emmaus as a three-step method to be lived

day by day and in the moment of pain:

1. A desire for a higher consciousness: to cultivate the idea of

immortality;

2. Listen to the arguments of wisdom and invite Christ to be

present day by day;

3. Experiences of immortality.

1  -  DESIRE FOR A HIGHER CONSCIOUSNESS

To waste our energies on lower desires is not intelligent. We are

induced to dream about so many things that worth little that we do not

even have time to think about our true happiness.

We need to honestly ask ourselves: How much does it cost to be

with Christ? How much do we dream of understanding our history in

depth? How important is it to overcome our emotional conflicts that

show our distance from God?

The disciples of Emmaus symbolize all of us. The apostles, while

living with Jesus, could not comprehend in depth the teachings of the

Master. His message was hard to assimilate; something was under-

stood; much of it made no sense. However, this something made all the

difference to the disciples of Emmaus, and this something can save us.

MARCOS GROUP
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The disciples, despite their pain, had learned something. They have

learned to desire to be close to Christ, to have a higher consciousness.

That saved them. It was the desire to be with the Christ that made

them say, abide with us.

Desire compellingly motivates us: consciously and unconsciously.

The failure to reincarnate is because we follow unhappy cravings that

sabotage the hopes of light. If we can wish wrong, we can do it right.

It's an option.

We are free to cultivate any desire; however, we will naturally be

drawn magnetically to live in the contexts with which we decide

to tune.

Emmanuel, an exceptional writer and spiritual coordinator of Chico

Xavier's work, describes this reality with a great symbol.

In Their Works in Action and Way. Ed. IDEAL. Chapter 4, writes.

Man leads the boat of life with the oars of desire and life leads the man

to the port he aspires to arrive. This explains why, according to the

Laws that govern us, "to every one shall be given by their works."

In Examine your Desire, MEDIUM, AND TUNE, ed. CEU teaches,

"You will find what you seek" - teaches the Gospel, and we can add -

"you will do what you want."

These two affirmations, however strong and radical they may be,

correspond to divine truth.

Firstly, the desire is rowing, is what gives the direction of our effort.

Secondly, Emmanuel is more radical: you will do what you want! Its

means, you will not do what you say, what you promise, what you

think is beautiful and noble, you are a slave of what you want! I know

this is scary, but it's the truth.

Now it is possible to understand, the central lesson of Jesus to his

disciples was not a set of mediumistic theories or procedures. He

wisely taught his disciples first of all to know how to desire, to wish to

live the will of the Father.

SECRET DOCTRINE
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How Jesus teaches desire

He made evident to his followers as he wished, showing the power

and importance of desire. In a very curious New Testament passage,

Jesus refuses to respond to a mother's request.

It is an unforgettable lesson.

Let's look at the New International Version Bible. Matthew 15: 21-28

The Faith of a Canaanite Woman

21 Leaving that place, Jesus withdrew to the region of Tyre and Sidon.

22 A Canaanite woman from that vicinity came to him, crying out,

“Lord, Son of David, have mercy on me! My daughter is demon-

possessed and suffering terribly.”

23 Jesus did not answer a word. So his disciples came to him and

urged him, “Send her away, for she keeps crying out after us.”

24 He answered, “I was sent only to the lost sheep of Israel.”

25 The woman came and knelt before him. “Lord, help me!”

she said.

26 He replied, “It is not right to take the children’s bread and toss it

to the dogs.”

27 “Yes it is, Lord,” she said. “Even the dogs eat the crumbs that fall

from their master’s table.”

28 Then Jesus said to her, “Woman, you have great faith! Your

request is granted.” And her daughter was healed at that moment.

It is a shocking story if we do not understand that Jesus is the

Master of the world and want to start us on a higher level of under-

standing of life.

Jesus was not nice, popular medium or vain lecturer; but noble,

truly serious and merciful. On this occasion, he teaches us to desire

ardently with firmness and determination. It ennobles the desire for

spiritual ascension; the willingness of the seed that breaks the soil in

search of light.

The woman is spiritually beautiful; she does not give up. She is A
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frail woman, poor, foreign, excluded, who stands before a group of

men who are disturbed by his presence.

Put yourself in her place.

The answer, first, is silence.

Everyone ignores her.

Insists - Help me. I need.

The second response is overwhelmingly negative.

I did not come to help you. My commitment is with Israel.

She insists again. Please help me.

The third answer is devastating.

I will not take bread from my children to give to dogs.

Here a woman stands out: teaches humankind what true humility

is. He says, Sir, the little dogs eat crumbs.

Jesus must have given a beautiful smile: O woman, your faith is

great! Be made for yourself, as you wish.

She became an initiate. She learned never to give up seeking the

Light. She desired so ardently and humbly that the Lord served her.

Whoever does not know how to desire does not attach himself to

the High.

Another extraordinary story is the pattern of the relationship

between Jesus and Lisandro (Bezerra de Menezes), although it is a rela-

tionship of extreme closeness, the Master acts similarly: it stimulates

the superior desire.

The situation of Lisandro, Bezerra de Menezes at the time of the

Christ, is challenging. He, respectable elder, leader of an Essene group

who knew how to hold himself up by a simple and austere life, while

waiting for the Great Star, the Christ.

In meeting the Master, the surprises are immense, the unimaginable

joy, but also, there is the discovery of the necessity of transforming

many things into the group.

In a small farm, near the dead sea, the first meeting in the world

takes place to deal with the Christian message.

Jesus was about 15 years old. This encounter is recorded in the

book The Great Hope, the Adolescent, as Jesus is described by Eurí-

pedes Barsanulfo, at the time Marcos, states.

SECRET DOCTRINE
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- That the care of your comfort does not take away precious portions

of time.

Lisandro inquires respectfully about what to change.

The Adolescent Master turned, with simplicity:

- New foundations in an old building claim supreme concessions to

the millennial pride of creatures... It is necessary that the worn-out

foundations of erroneous ideas be removed so that the rock of savior

precepts will replace them ...

They thus had a group dialogue on the problems of the sect to

which they had dedicated their lives and which, according to the

Master, would cease to exist because of their exclusivist regulations.

At night Lisandro looks for the Adolescent. Notice how the Master,

even at Lisandro's insistence, leaves room for the self-development of

desire.

That night, before retiring to bed, Lisandro had asked for a last word

from the Adolescent, regarding the new program to be traced. The old

man felt lately broken, paying tribute to the old age, and wanted now

more than ever to do something for the guidance of the sect, whose

foundations were threatened with ruin.

The Adolescent pondered, with kindness:

"I wish that your experience and your heart dictated the norms of

works and buildings of the sect ..."

"Raboni, you know the inadequacy of this useless servant. How

much time have I lost in error, without tracking down the shadows of

the road! It was necessary for your light to clear the path so that my

sinful eyes could see the stones ...

The patient interlocutor nodded appreciatively:

"My dear Lisandro, the Father will inspire us, pointing us the most

confident and sure script at the right moment. Let us pray and trust,

given the imperative of service, that opportunities project us along

the way.

"I know these are the last hours, that my eyes will behold your
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beloved figure," Lisandro insists. - Others will have opportunities to

renew the jubilant event of this moment. Therefore attend to the soul

who dreams of co-operating in the great cause of human salvation.

What shall we do, beloved Raboni?

"You say well, Lisandro, the work deserves all of us. However, I

wanted to leave you the merit of planning, according to your

credentials.

New silence was made, soon broken by the Adolescent:

 - Lisandro! Lisandro! Love, I repeat, is the most fruitful inspiration

in all the harmonic vibration of the Universe. Whoever cultivates Love

overcomes all barriers and is enlightened by the understanding of the

highest things. Love is a whole program of daily buildings. Lisandro!

Your quiet shrine will secrete you beautiful things. When you put

yourself to the contemplation of the stars, an intimate voice will

emit you:

- Go! Leave for the moment the inoperative ease in which you stand

daily and tell your companions that the cause of Love is demanding of

all action, movement, constant activity. Lisandro! Hitherto you have

hoped that the sufferers of all shades will seek you for the necessary

protection, now you will go to meet the unhappy brethren to whisper

in their ears the new hope, to reveal to their astonished eyes the

panorama of fraternity and peace. Go, Lisandro! Give of yourself first,

then ask others to follow you the noble example.

Here we see the dialogue that is friendly and loving, with the same

radical impulse to provide the autonomy of being, the close pursuit of

God without this in any way being helpless.

To know how to mightily desire, earnestly seek to understand and

live the will of God - here is a lesson for eternity.

Considering these two stories, we can not believe in achieving true

happiness without the transformation of our feelings. It is something

profound; it is more than declaring religion A or B or following the

philosophy X or Y. It is about cultivating in the depths of oneself the

feeling of one's immortality. It is about whether or not it is linked to

Christ and God.

SECRET DOCTRINE
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2.  LISTENING TO THE ARGUMENTS OF WISDOM -  TO

INVITE CHRIST TO BE PRESENT DAY BY DAY

The starting point is the desire to be with Christ, to develop a higher

consciousness; this desire must lead us to live with the Master

every day.

Wisdom integrates. The lower mind wants to destroy, to overcome,

to annihilate. The superior, elevating, enlarging, welcoming and trans-

forming that which is inferior.

Jesus makes of his passage through the world a superior elabora-

tion of all the Jewish wisdom that, as we know, originates in the

Egyptian Secret Doctrine (Module spiritual migration).

The millennial history of the Jewish people represents the intense

struggle of the learning process of eternal wisdom, the Christ being the

apex of this journey.

The role of Spiritism is to help us understand what has been

revealed in the form of symbols, parables and experiences and, above

all, to teach us how to incorporate wisdom into our feelings.

Jesus explains to the disciples on the road to Emmaus, the Law and

the Prophets that they should understand clearly: Nothing is beyond

the Father's control. There is a logic, even in the tragedies of life. What

we classify as a disaster is often the beginning of our salvation.

Life is an immense set of experiences: shocks of emotional transfor-

mation, austere testimonies, happy discoveries, pains, and consola-

tions. No one runs from Life. Love lifts us through well-lived pains. To

know oneself immortal is to understand that everything conspires in

our favor, even the displeasures. It is to participate consciously in a

multi-millennial process and to be the constructor of great work.

When Kardec proves immortality, he not only wishes to console us

and pacify us, the codifier teaches us to understand human history and

its achievements in an extraordinary way.

Leon Denis proves that he understood this truth by analyzing, in

After Death, the meaning of the great civilizations from the perspective

of immortality.

What is the meaning of ancient civilizations, now summed up in
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ashes and dust? Why so many struggles and anguishes? What is the

purpose of so much movement, so much pain, and displeasure?

Inquire Denis. Only immortality gives sense to history. We will see the

death of the one we love; we will experience extraordinary disappoint-

ments; we will be shocked at our faults. To be on Earth is an immense

struggle - teaches the continuer of Kardec - a battle of ascension and

conquest in which the majority is lost, putting off accessible peace for

centuries, for refusing to acknowledge himself immortal. Living

implies high responsibilities.

Only those who enlarge their minds to understand the meaning of

life, who make the lessons learned aware and prioritize their spiritual

achievements, have real chances of winning spiritually.

For others, who ignore the call of immortality or play "social spiri-

tuality," deceiving themselves that the price of conquest is low, serving

God and Manon, will form an extensive set of those who chose to stay

out of the Civilization of the Spirit.

Kabbalah helps us by affirming three central truths. The first: God

is not a human creation, we spirit, we are an "idea" of God The second:

we are immortal The third: it is the obligation of the human being to

help God in raising the world.

In tune with Kabbalah, we say, immortality, in the Christian sense,

is not to make scientific or philosophical statements, it is to draw a

script of life in order to help God in correcting ourselves and the

external world - to delve into oneself and decide to give oneself uncon-

ditionally to the work of Christ.

HISTORY FROM THE VIEWPOINT OF IMMORTALITY

Everyone, individuals and groups, has a central mission and a signifi-

cant weakness to correct. Of course, we must do many things and face

many vices, but it is useful and wise to be clear about our priorities.

Ancient Rome, for example, should have extended its organization

and laws to the world. His real mission was to organize the barbarian

peoples and integrate the wise ones. Unfortunately, when the material

resources were obtained, it's delighted in herself, forgot its duties,
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enjoy irresponsibly the riches that were resources of work. The vice of

Rome, the pride. The illusion of being better than all the other peoples.

What is the main achievement of your existence? What do you feel

when you ask about your mission? It is essential to know. Take an exer-

cise, write the primary hypotheses. Dedicate yourself emotionally to

find out.

What do you need to correct in yourself? What can block your spir-

itual development? One tip, ask yourself: what are you most afraid of

and what behavior in others do you most bother?

Not knowing the answer to these questions is to be adrift in the

social oceans at high risk of getting lost in the face of the chaotic

vulgarity of the world.

You are part of a long project of private and social development

that began on Earth many millennia ago. Being immortal carries the

responsibility of building yourself into a higher standard. How has

your evolutionary process developed in the last millennia? Not to

think about it is to live lost, anxious and deluded; to live as if life lasted

for miserable decades or as if we had already achieved the highest

spiritual point.

We should not be so naive: we have Christ, a Master who explains

the law and the prophets: divine logic and human reality.

3 .  TO INVITE CHRIST TO BE PRESENT IN DAILY LIFE.

Christian religiosity is simple, direct, daily. There is no solemn appara-

tus. What is high are daily acts. All the extraordinary journey of

Emmaus, from the human point of view, has nothing to draw attention

to, three men talking about the Scriptures, the fraternal invitation to

the stranger to stay overnight, a simple dinner.

From the spiritual point of view, the revelation of the profound

coherence of the millennial history of the Hebrew people; the inner

logic of history and prophecy; the interrelation of the announcement of

the prophets with the crucifixion; intense, intimate emotions; a spiri-

tual materialization and dematerialization.

The Master does not propose special situations to grow spiritually.
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On the contrary, it elevates the daily practices, to extract the greatness

that we carry in us.

YOUR EVIDENCE OF IMMORTALITY

What does lived experience you had as proof of immortality? It is

essential to understand that this is a personal matter. This is not about

scientific statements, but about the experiences of the heart.

Write at least five of them. You certainly had much more.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

I'll tell you about my experiences.

1. As a young adult, 19, I was a committed atheist ... Until one night

I was with four in the house of my parents, ready to leave and one of

the friends begin to act strange, it was a spiritual communication of a

needy disembodied spirit. It was just us at home, the spirit (s) more

confused than evil, took over the scene, and it lasted until five o'clock

in the morning!

2. Sleeping for me is proof of immortality. To have another life and

to return to the life here is an extraordinary experience lived every day;

3. I witnessed a communication through a medium who was

unaware of the person to whom the message was addressed; was a

friend, dead in a distant city, and told the details of his death that

everyone in the meeting did not know;

4. I watched a spiritual friend describe a dream in detail that a

person had had a few days, a dream that she had not told anyone even

because it was embarrassing;
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5. I saw in spiritual surgery a person had his heart paralyzed, but

remained conscious, talking normally.

It is imperative that we learn from the experiences that life provides us.

We know, soon, you and I will be inhabiting another dimension, and it

will be cause for great happiness that we have taken advantage of our

brief period here to obtain emotional achievements.
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I
t is not only the Gospel teaches the desire that uplifts, but that

the wrong desire can prevent us from achieving true happiness.

Let us look at Christ's explanation of the parable of the Sower

in which he characterizes the lower feelings as thorns that suffocate the

nascent tree of the Gospel.

Explanation of the Sower's Parable, Mark 4:18, 19

18 Still others, like seed sown among thorns, hear the word; 19 but the

worries of this life, the deceitfulness of wealth and the desires for other

things come in and choke the word, making it unfruitful.

— NEW INTERNATIONAL VERSION (NIV)
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W
hat an unusual situation: an Israelite, educated in the

Jewish tradition and a spiritist, questions the spiritual

guide himself, who was a relative, on the relation

between the teachings of Moses and Jesus; sends Kardec the answer

and he publishes it. Spiritist Magazine, March 1861, Spiritist Teachings

and Dissertations.

One of our subscribers from Mulhouse sent us a letter with the

following communication: 

“I take this opportunity to send you a communication that I

received as a medium from my guardian spirit and that seems inter-

esting and educational from all aspects. If you agree with my judgment

I authorize you to use it in any way that you may consider useful. Here

is how it started. I am Jewish by religion and thus I am naturally

guided by the principles that I was taught. I had noticed that in every

communication received from the spirits the only moral that was

mentioned was that of Jesus, and Moses was never mentioned. Never-

theless I used to say to myself that God’s commandments, revealed by

Moses, seemed to be the foundation of the Christian moral; that Jesus

might have broadened the horizon and elaborated about the conse-

quences but the germ was present in the law given at the Sinai. Then I

asked myself if the reason wouldn’t be the fact that most communica-

tions we received were from spirits who had belonged to the dominant

religion and if that would not be a memory of their earthly life.
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Absorbed in those thoughts I evoked my guardian spirit who was one

of my close relatives by the name Mardoqueu R… Below you will find

the questions that I addressed to him and his answers, etc.” 

1. In every communication given at the Parisian Society of Spiritist

Studies Jesus is considered to be the one who taught the most beautiful

moral. How should I see that? – A. Yes. Christ was the initiator of the

purest moral, the most sublime: the Christian Evangelical moral that

must renovate the world, bringing every people together like brothers

and sisters; the moral that will make charity and love to the neighbor

stream out of everybody’s hearts; that must create a common solidarity

among humanity; and finally the moral that must transfigure Earth,

creating the conditions for the dwelling of spirits who are superior to

those who live here now. That is the natural law of progress in action;

and Spiritism is one of the living forces used by God to facilitate the

advancement of humanity on the path of moral progress. The time has

come in which the moral ideas will develop in order to realize the

progress that is in God’s designs. They must follow the same route

taken by the ideas of freedom that were their precursors. However, one

must not expect such a development without a fight. No. They need to

be shaken and tested to achieve maturity and to attract the attention of

the masses; then the beauty and sacred nature of that moral will touch

the spirits who will devote themselves to the science that gives them

the key to the future, opening up the doors of eternal happiness. God

is unique and Moses is the spirit sent by God in order to become

known not only by the Hebrews but also by the Pagan people. The

Hebrew people were the instrument that God used for his revelation

through Moses and the prophets, and the vicissitudes of that remark-

able people were the means of tearing off the veil that used to hide

God from people. 

2. In which points is Moses’ moral inferior to that of Jesus? – A.

Moses’ moral was adequate to the degree of advancement of the

people that were destined to be regenerated by that. Those people,

were sort of semi-savage regarding the progress of the souls, would

not have understood that it was possible to worship God by means

other than burnt offerings or that it was necessary to forgive the

enemy. Their intelligence was remarkable from a material point of
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view, and even from the arts and sciences, but that intelligence was

well behind in morality and would not have converted under the

domain of an entirely spiritual religion. They needed a semi material

representation, like the one given by the Hebraic religion. That is how

the burnt offerings spoke to their senses while the idea of God spoke to

their souls. God’s commandments received by Moses are the seeds of a

broader Christian moral, but the comments found in the Bible

narrowed its meaning since if it were practiced in its whole purity it

would not have been understood. Nonetheless, God’s Ten Command-

ments are still a brilliant frontispiece, like the lighthouse that must illu-

minate the path that must be walked by humanity. Moses led the way;

Jesus continued the work; Spiritism will finish it. 

3. Is Saturday a holy day? – A. Yes. Saturday is a day dedicated to

resting and praying. It is the symbol of eternal happiness, aspired by

all spirits who will get there after having perfected through their work

and after thoroughly eliminating the impurities from their hearts

through the incarnations. 

4. Then, what was the reason that led each sect to consecrate a

different day? – A. It is true that each sect has consecrated a different

day but that is not a reason for surprise. God accepts the prayers and

the formats of every religion as long as the teachings are followed by

actions. Prayer always pleases God however it is said and as long as

with pure intention. 

5. Should we expect the establishment of a universal religion? – A.

No. Not on our planet or at least while it has not made the progress

that not even thousands of generations will see. 

Mardoqueu R…

Kardepedia
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T
he First Commandment of Moses refers to God, to the

recognition of the one God. According to the way of relating

to Him. In the last two commandments, Moses teaches how

to deal with desire. Not to desire the wife of the neighbour, not to envy

what belongs to another, be it home, animals, riches.

We know today that sickness is the source of social disorder in the

world. Crimes, much of disease, social misery, and diseases of the soul

are born and are strengthened by uncontrolled desires. But did Moses

know that? More than you and me, more than today's scientists. How

can this happen? Moses was initiated in Egypt and the true sages of all

times, in addition to understanding, lived in themselves the Laws of

the universe in every circumstance of their lives.

I. I am the Lord thy God, which have brought thee out of the land of

Egypt, out of the house of bondage. Thou shalt have no other gods

before me. Thou shalt not make unto thee any graven image, or any

likeness of anything that is in Heaven above, or that is in the Earth

beneath, or that is in the water under the Earth: thou shalt not bow

down thyself to them nor serve them (1).

II. Thou shalt not take the name of the Lord thy God in vain.

III. Remember the Sabbath Day, to keep it Holy.

IV. Honour thy father and thy mother, that thy days may be long

upon the land which the Lord thy God giveth thee.

V. Thou shalt not kill.
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VI. Thou shalt not commit adultery.

VII. Thou shalt not steal.

VIII. Thou shalt not bear false witness against thy neighbour.

IX. Thou shalt not covet thy neighbour's wife.

X. Thou shalt not covet thy neighbour's house, nor his manservant,

nor his maidservant, nor his ox nor anything that is thy neighbours.
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M
ay God bless us at this moment, in which we have the

opportunity to speak in the name of the Master. He is all

love and all light, who powerfully leads the humanity

that stubbornly follows the dark ways of iniquity, of unhealthful mate-

riality, ignoring that an abyss of pain is before them, forgetting the soft

and sweet message of him who allowed himself to be crucified in the

hope of converting the most hardened hearts.

Let us, each one of us, be the members of the group of followers of

the crucified Lamb. By learning each day the lessons of renunciation,

and accepting the pains that regenerate and, above all, walking with

our cross towards the Highest so that we can become disciples of the

love and goodness of this world.

Let us begin.

Thank you very much for your presence today. Our question today is:

what is the main obstacle we must overcome to reach the conscious-

ness of immortality?

From the external point of view, materiality, the passions that torment

you and overwhelm you, which make you slaves worshipers of dumb

idols: of sensual sensuality, artificial models and falsified to induce

your animalized minds distracting you from the More High.

However, there is a deeper dimension that you can mobilize, but it

remains practically inactive because it is despised. You all have in your
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being a Christ dimension relegated to abandonment, but it is possible

to awaken it, that it is possible to nourish it. Moreover, this inner

sphere can give you strength and understanding so that you can

conceive yourselves as immortal beings.

You will then ask: how to accomplish such a feat? Above all, it is

necessary to understand, as count so many works of religious litera-

ture, that it is necessary to face a battle. You can reflect on the ancient

teachings of Hinduism, the Divine Song, in which the young Arjuna

has awakened the terrible battle: to murder those who are familiar to

him, who is nothing more than the lower passions because they begin

to form the real family of the spirit addicted to materiality. These are

feelings so familiar that getting rid of them is like killing a relative.

However, Christ was more direct, in saying "you must purify your-

selves with fire." He came to cast the cleansing fire in the world.

Whatever image you adopt, you must understand that for your

higher dimension to take charge of your being with powerful and

elevated impulses; it is necessary to face this battle. It is required, very

firmly, to wake up. We are talking about a process that needs to be

conducted with all the firmness because you have to kill, you have to

strangle your unfortunate passions. You will have to use your divine

aggression to annihilate those evil impulses that destroy the pure sap

that the Christ sends from that higher dimension that you all have.

Here is the scene of battle, in which on one side your divine poten-

tialities, and between them and your conscience are your so common

unhappy passions. Are you willing to drink the chalice? Ask our

Master his young disciples. It is the chalice because it is a bitter strug-

gle; it is a solitary struggle; it is a dark struggle and, at the same time,

without objective witnesses. Only then, my friends, will you have a

higher immortal consciousness or immortality. Always imagine that

these passions can dominate you and lead you to the secular abyss of

unimaginable pains.

It takes your strength. It must be understood that these obstacles

are living forces that must be mastered. You can not find Christ

yielding to their dominion. Its dominion is secular. Therefore, you can

not win alone this battle. Do not arrogantly dare to run wild, madly,

finding yourselves powerful. As the Hindu book shows, you will
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conquer the contest only if you have divine guidance. It takes the

courage to face them, but equally necessary is submission to the Coun-

sels of the Highest. Therefore, the symbol of the Lamb, because it is

someone who teaches to be obedient, so the symbol of the cross,

because the cross is the battle facing. You will, therefore, at the same

time, be the fearless warrior and the submissive servant. Be the one

willing to face anything, but also to obey everything. That is why

Christ made it so clear to us all: I will always be with you in this inti-

mate battle of purification.

You need, dear young people, the company of the Christ, repre-

sented objectively by your guardian angels. Do not think that the Spiri-

tist movement will be qualified to guide you in this inner process. Seek

Christ, seek Kardec, seek the help of your guides. This battle will

extend for many days, for a thousand days, when your minds will

have to feel the bitter taste that sets you free, in which you will have to

renounce so often, the real victory will always come as an apparent

defeat because Christians are the winners who seemingly lose. So it

was with the Master: He overcame the world, but, in the eyes of the

world, He was a defeated.

Let us say, then, that only with a deep commitment, with extreme

submission to the voices of the Most High, following the l morality of

the Master; you can win this battle. Submission is the inviolable rule;

courageous action is the clear path for all those who, even in the

matter, want to feel fully immortal. Paul of Tarsus did so. Dominant

personality, full submission, to the voices of Christ and Stephen. Allan

Kardec, the great representative of Christ on the planet, submits to the

most austere disciplines, the solitude that might have hardened his

heart, but raised him, obeying the Master's orders.

Let us be the apprentices of the crucified Lamb, in the flesh or out

of it, so that, by using the same weapons, through the crucifixion that

uplifts, let us come to this full consciousness. There is no greater trea-

sure, no more great conquest, no joy more full than knowing immortal

feeling attached to Christ.

Peace,

of your working friend,

Léon Denis.
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Art allows us to have a particular contact with how to understand the

world and people of different times, broadening our emotional

perception.

How do you think it was the scene of the meeting of Jesus and the

disciples with the Canaanite woman? How would you draw and paint

this scene? Directly and straightforwardly we will explore the under-

standing and differences of how this scene was depicted at three

different moments in history. It takes your participation: close your

eyes, listen or reminisce of this meeting. Imagine facial expressions,

body gestures.

Notice now how others have expressed this experience.

The illustration below is from the French manuscript Très Riches

Heures du Duc de Berry (the very rich hours of Duke de Berry), the

best-preserved document of the international Gothic period.

It dates from 1412, is called the book of hours for its purpose: to

assist in daily prayers that had predetermined hours.

Notice how the author divided the narrative into two moments.

That of the ignored appeal of the Canaanite woman. The representa-

tion of her daughter and a second moment in which Jesus heeded the

mother's request.
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In classic style, the French painter Jean Germain Drouais (1763 - 1788),

elaborates its expression of the encounter of Jesus and the Canaanite

woman. The painting is called The Canaanite Woman at the Feet of

Christ.

The author highlights the emotional posture of the woman, the

scandal, for others, her approach - observe the people around, who see

the scene - and the very apostle who asks the Master to dispense it.

The colors, the human forms clearly define the difference between

the Gothic and the classic.
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How does each painting touch your emotion? It is important to feel.

How would you portray this woman who becomes a symbol of spiri-

tual greatness?
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http://www.espitirinhas.com.br/p/english.html
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Leon Denis shares with us not only his knowledge about experiences

that prove immortality and reincarnation but how lively and exciting

his own experiences with mediumistic communication and memory

regression techniques. A short book, but full of interesting information

for those who do not fear the spiritist reflections applied to life itself.

Unfortunately, we do not know a translation of this work into

English. If you know, please, inform us.
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M
arcos Group is a group of friends: incarnated and

disincarnated, young and adult, scholars and apprentices,

who proposes to be a union of Christian ties.

The name Marcos - the group's symbolic name - is named of the

one incarnation of Euripides Barsanulfo, our spiritual leader, which

occurred at the time of Christ.

Marcos was an Essene who became a true Christian. This story you

can know in the book A Grande Espera, from Editora IDE (Institute of

Spiritist Diffusion)

OUR PRINCIPLES

1. All Marcos Group products (books, courses, audio programs, mediu-

mistic messages, etc.) are made available free of charge on our

website www.grupomarcos.com.br, being previously authorized to

print, copy and disseminate.

2. The productions (mediumistic or not) take only the name Marcos

and the spiritual friends when it is the case;

3. To collaborate with us or if you wanted our help, just contact us;

4. Our highest commitment is to the coherence, study, and dissemi-

nation of Allan Kardec's work.

Among them, the Codification and the Spiritist Review  are the

principal references that guide our work;

5. Our specific commitment is to the formation of the New Genera-

tion, without excluding anyone from our activities;
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6. We propose to produce books and video and audio programs,

have face-to-face and virtual study meetings, to collaborate with the

spiritist movement.

OUR CONTACTS

contatogrupomarcos@gmail.com

www.grupomarcos.com.br
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